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PERSISTENT PROBLEMS IN PRECOLLEGE MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE,
AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: ISSUES, TRENDS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Robert W. Howe, Patricia E. BloeSer, Marilyn N. Suydam,
Stanley L. HelgeSon, and John F. Disinger

ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics,
and Environmental Education,

Ohio State UniversIty, Columbus, OH

We are currently living in a world and a nation that have changed
substantially during the past 30 years. Major changes have taken place
in our society and culture, and the societies and cultures of many other
nations of the world.

The events of_the past 30 years have created What has been called__
an emerging post.rindustrial society, an infOrMation_age, and a period of
historic economic transition; The conditione Creating these changes are
basedi_in_part, on the amount of inferMatitin aVailablei new technologies
for processing and using knowledge,_and A Marked decrease in time between
scientific discoveries and their Videapread application.

There_have_alho heen_aMbatantial changes in the scientific_enterprise.
The_boundaries between Stiendkand technology_have become less.distinct;
in many cases, sae:aide and tdohnology have become integrated systems_for
research and deVeleptdent. Scientific research has become increasingly
problem-orientedi rather than_disciplineeyoriented. Much of the research
at_the cutting edge of science involves people from several disciplines
and_haa led to the development of new sciences. Societies are increasingly
looking for benefits from science in addition_to baSic_knoWledge; people
are_concerned with the improvement of the quality Of life and the reduction
Of human problems and suffering.

Science is also having an increased iMpadt on society. As societies
placeincreased_emphasis on the tee Of edience and technolegy for improving
the_quality_of life, important Valhet and ethics emerge that relate to
decision-making regarding hOt4 adiende and technology should be used in
attempts to improve the_quality of life.As scientific knowledge is
transformed_into teChnolegidal applications at anincreasingiy_rapid rate,
impacts on the agrithltural, industriali and service sectors of the world'd
economy are exteneive. The social and economic changes note Set Off frOM
these iMpacts are profound and far-reaching.

Needd have also been changing related to Mathetatice. With major
changes in businessi -industry and technology, different mathematical
knowledge and_skills are needed. Much_of the tetheMetics frequently taught
in the elementary school-can be done With Calchlators and computers. New
technologies and problems to be solved noV_require mathematical knowledge
and mathematical skills that are not included Or not emphasized in the
precollege curriculum;
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Problems related,to the environment and the natural resource base
cOntireue to confront_society. _Air, water, and land pollution problems art
featured daily in_our newspapers, magazines, and television programming.
Ude and management of resources continde to be major_nationaI and
international issues; Many personal and societal decisions are being__
bade and need to be made related tit) these topics; substantial informatiOn
is required by citizens if these decisions are to be made wisely;

Our current_underStanding of how children learn, hov curriddldd_and
instructional_materiala -can be organized, and_how teacherS Can prOVide more
effective instrUdtiOn Makes us capabIe_of producing important reforms of
educational_prOgramS and practices. Implementation of thiti information
should modify_ddr dhdice of content for the curriculum, the design and
structure of instructional materials, the use Of instrddtional materials,
instructional strategies used_by teachers, learning strategies used_by
children, and evaluation purposes and procedures. _We have the opportunity
to make progress in developing solutions to several persistent, continuing,
priablems in science, mathematics, and environmental education.

This chapter considers issues, trends, and recent activities in_
Science, mathematics, and environmental education related to (a) achievement,
(b) curriculum, enrollments, and instructional materials, (c) instrUctiOn,
and (d)_teacher quality; supply," And demand. In addition, recommendations
for needed action are identified.

Achievement

Data obtained frod a variety of studies by individtalt" States1
national groupsc And international groups indicate that Students are_not
learning knowledgei concepts, skills, and_processes as Well as desired.
In addition,_international comparisons indicate that a large majority of
AMerican students do not score well on_adhievement tests in science and
Mathematics compared to students.in_other countries. _While there_have
been some increases in test scores in recent.years, the gains have not
been large. _Scores for able students (especially_those planning to go into
Science_and mathematics_careers) have remained more stable. Some indicators
have_shown these students to be Making gains. Achievement scored fOr blacks
and minorities have shOWn iMproVement, especially in_lower grades, but
still Iag behind thoSe for White students. Scores for females are lower
than for males by the tithe they graduate from high school.

Data have indidated an upward_trend in mathematics achieVeMent during
the 1980s, but re:id/Its are mixed, both on topics_testad and achievement
by students from different geographical areas. Test data indicate_that
students generally scoreieell on computation, espedially whole numbers,
and low on problem-solvifig, applications,_and_probleMs involving more
OdMplex mathematical skills._ Many stddents also do not master the use
Of fractions and decimals and do not Understand concepts related to
measurement, especially metrica and geometry.

4
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Tests administered by various states and professional groups do_not
show student achievement patterns or_achievement gains that are similar
across geographical areas. Achievement varies substantially from state to
state and within many states. Progress being made to improVe achievement
alSo sishoWs substantial variation.

These student achievement patterns on mathebatibal tOpics and across _

geographical areas are not new; Data_analyzed fOt the pant 30 years indicate
similar patterns. Reasons for these trends, sorde effective intervention
approaches, and recommendations for futhre action are presented in following
sections.

Science achievement scores show mixed results, depending_on the
instruments analyzed._ In general, elementary level_students have_shown
slight gains in recent tedtt, While most secondary school students have__
shown declines, though students planning_to major in science or mathematics
havu generally shown stable scores or_slight increases. Student scores in
science:have consistently indicated lowest achievement on iteme_related tb
physical sciences, problem"solving, and applications. Some_teets haVe shown
tedent declines on earth science and integrated science tcpice;

Comparisons of student science achievement patternS acrods geographical
areas show differences, as in mathematics. While feWer data are available
for making comparisons in science, achieVement materials analyzed indicate
substantial differences from state to State and within most states. Progress
being made to improve achievement also ShoWS Substantial variation.

_As in mathmatics, these_achievement patterns_are not new. Science
achievement patterns have indicated similar results for many years; Reasons
for these trends, some effective intervention approaches and recommendations
for future aCtion are presented in following sections;

StUdents frequently develop misconceptions related to science and_
mathebatibe that are not corrected by current instruction and inetrUctional
Materials. The same_ezrors tend to be made at several different_grade
levels and, in some_cases, persist through high school. _These tisoonceptions
frequently interfere with later learning and with effeCtiVe_prObleth=solving.
Research is being conducted to identify 80Mti key WiAdOndeptions and to
design intervention strategies;_some usefUl SUggettionS for modification of
curriculum, instructional materials, and ihStruCtion are now available.

Many students become less positive in their attitudes and interests
toward science and mathematics as they progress through school; by grade eight
students frequently rate science and mathematics among their least favorite
school subjects. Elementary and high school students also frequently rate
the two subject areas among the most difficult subjects they study. Academic
success generally correlatas significantly with positive attitudes and
interests. Instruction that leads to student success, hands-on activity or
"doing" activities, and working with other students and is conducted by an
energetic, interested teacher is frequently associated With Students-3 who
have more positive attitudes and interests toward mathematics end science.
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While the data are limited, it_has_been found that Student knowledge
and understanding of many concepts related to the OnVirOnMent are not
strong. _Items included on_National Assessment of EdUcatiOn Progress_(NAEP)
testa and other tests indicato that student8 db net Understand concepts
SUch as those related to_pollution, biological Cycles, population_issuesi
and natural resources_(including energy sturce6). The low knowledge level
that many students possess makes it diffiCillt_fer them as students (and
later as adults) to make rational personal and 'Societal decisions regarding
the environment.

A_number of variables that relate to low and high achievement in all
three areas have been identified through research and will be considered.
Some_schools are using interventions including these variables; in other
cases more research, development, and implementation activities are needed
to move the research into practice.

Some caution needa to be used in analyzing test data. Comparisons
of taste and textbooks/curricula Indicate a substantial discrepancy between
many of the textbooks/curricula and_the content and the emphases of many_of
the tests. Comparisons of tests with classrode inetruction also indicate
SUbStantial differences between what occurs,in the -WAS-broom and the content
And emphases_of many_Lof theitests. _The WIWI ate not measuring aIl_that
has been learned; hence,,the contents of teStA used for valuation and
research should be examined to be Certain that what is being measured is
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and Values that are believed to be
important.

Curriculum, Indtructional Materials, and Enrollments

Among the strongest variables related to student_aChievement are:
(a) amount of focused time and_use of_time for desirad_learning; and
(b) the extent to which the_desired learning is_emphadited in different
years. Therefore, the_curriculumi_instructional Materials, and student
enrollment in courses should be_a major foCue Of efforts to improve science;
tatheMaticsi and environmental learning;

Curriculum and InstructionaI_Materiala

_ _Psports from inside_and outaide the education_community_agree that
substantial_changes_should be Made in both the curriculum_and instructional
materials_to reflect current and future personal and societal needs, new
technologies, and recent redearch on learning.

There is general consensus that the curricula in all :three areas, but
especially in the fields of mathematics and science, do not reflect our
current society and societal needs, do not provide the content needed for
current and future academic and personal needs, do not reflect our knowledge
of learning and instruction, and are not considered relevant by many
students.

6



Since a textbook is the primary tool in instruction for moat mathematics,
science, and environmental education teachers, there it; Subdtantial concern
that materials be available to implement needed curriculum change-8. Recom-
mendations are unlikely to be implemented without appropriate inatructional
materials for the teachers to use;

Data_indicate that materials with different content; content organization;
skill_emphasis, psychological order, and format have different impacts on
student achievement;

Mathematica--CU;rriCUIUm

Many peOple Continue to be concerned_about the_mismatch between the
vay atithMetit ia taught in school_and the way it_is used_in_reaI life;
the oVer=emphasis of time on skiIls_that are now learned best (for_example,
COMputation and recognition); lack of applicationiand_problem-solving
ekperiences; lack_of time for topics and experiences that people belieVe
should be in the curriculumi_lack of use of cognitive research for
determining_order and procedures,for teaching concepts:and skillsL and
a_fragmented secondary school curriculum; The National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics and other groups have taken the initiative to change these
conditions;

The need to redevelop cirricula to reflect the changing_needs of society
and to_incorporata the_new techniques and processes_made possible by_computers
and_caloulatore hag led to a number of wide-scale funded projects;_as well
as tOiState_and lbcal efforts. The development_of numeracy-an_understanding
Of Mathetatidt and mathematical procedures-seems imperativei_and the need_
for rettrddturing of traditional_secondary school courses,is evident; Such
courses should include but_not be limited to algebra; geometry;_and general
mathematics; so that technology is used_as_a vehicle,of_instruction vither
than an end in itself;. Modifyingithe contentiof_elementary school mathematioe
programs is also a_goal of curriculum_development efforts. Dttreasitieg the
emphasis on computation while increasing_the_emphasis oniestiMatiOn;
probability and_statisticsi_geometry,_and_other vital but:neglected tOpics
is being stressed; Developing understanding as well as skill with fractions;
decimalsi_and_oth'er number ideati is similarly needed. Increased emphasis in
being_given to the_need_for more stress on problem-solving and applications
in specific situations to improve problem7solving and knowledge use and _

transfer;_ Research inforwation on cognitive learning can provide suggestions
for ways to organize and to strUcture the curriculum.

Mathematicia=-=-Int-trut tional Materials

"InStrUctiOnal" materials in mathematics conjures up the_image of a_
Vedt atray of material devices and_other articles to,aid in,teaching_mathe-
MatiCs: blocks; the abacusi_Cuisenaire_rods;_chip trading gams; spinners;
as well as cflculators :.nd computers; Reality, however, is_eomething else;
textbooks and_tests_predominate;The_use of nontextbook_materiald id the
highest in first grade and the percentage of use generally decreases as
the grade level increases;

7
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The eVidence on the value of the use of manipulative materials is very
clear: they have a high probability of increasing achievement and appear to
be edtential in providing a firm foundation for developing mathematical ideas.
Many Studies provide at least partial support for the %ale of materials Ln
Stages progressing from concrete to pictorial to abdtract or to symbolic.
The use of either or both physical and pictorial aidd redults in significantly
higher achievement than when only symbols are titled. Correct use of objects
and materials is also important;

There is little doubt that textbookd and tests shape the curriculum.
However, analyses of textbooks and teSte indicate substantial diversity among
textbooks, among tests, and between textbooks and tests. Emphasis on concepts
and skills recommended by various asSociations and groups differs substantially
among texts and tests.

Use of calculators and computers is increasing, but the number of
class:looms in which either or both are being used an adequate amount of time
is lov. Data from more than 100 studies involving the use of calculators
strongly supports their use for saving class time and student timet increasing
achievement, and improving student attitudes toward mathematicd and the
Student's self-concept_with respect to mathcmatics. Computers can also
provide instructional benefits; mathematics teachers neLid to incorporate
computer applications more meaningfully into mathematicd instruction.

Mathematics--Time

_ _Among the strongest variables related to mathematics achievement_are
(a) amount of_time_devoted_to the:objectives of instruction, (b)_number of
couress in mathematics a_student had COMpleted, (c) use of the concept or
ski:tl in applications_and problem-solving, and (d) recency of the instruction
related to the objective.

prOtriding more time in the elementary school curriculum can probably be
accomplished best:by a reductionAn paper and pencil computation and the
increased use of hand-held calculators. This would also_have an impAct oo the
seqUende of instruction, approaches used in teaching; and conteht selected for
inClUSion in the curriculum;

Time devoted_to application and problem-solving experiences is substan_
tially less_than what_isirequired to,develop effedtiVe Skills and understandings;
Time_can_most likely be,obtained at lover grade leVels by using tools such as
the_7.alculator_and by_modification of vrhz.t id taught. Time can be gained_at_the
secondary level by_using fmlculators and compliters and modifying the curriculum;
Modifying thecurriculum for secondary school students should_include developing_
courses for all students_and developing special courses for collegebound students
planning to major in engineering, mathematics, and the natural sciences; Data
indicate that the average graduate from hiah school has completed between two ,

and three ye-era of high school mathematics_(out_of four years); While about:70%
of studentS_pursuing academic_programs have completed three years of_mathematii;t6i
legs than 30% of the general and vocational students have cotpleted three_years.
These data suggest that requiring.more courses without meidifing the curriculum
Will not provide appropriate mathematics experiences for either group of students.
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While there_is substantial debate regardieg_the de:Sited curriculum
for science,_consensus is developing that-the ecience curriculum needs
to be modified to (a) include more emphaeie_Oh probleteolving, decision-
makingi_applications, technology, societal iseues, and the physical
sciencesv (b) reflect current understanding of the nature_of_the learner
and of learninw (c) increase_the amount Of time available for instruction;
(d)_provide appropriate_experiences ahd courses for aIl students; (e)
increase the use of_techeology; and (f) reduce the breadth of content to
allow for more depth.

The current_curriculum in most schools does not reflect these directibes;
however, activities at nationali_statei and local_levels are_evideet. The
American Association for the,Advancement_of Sciencei_thejlatiehal Seience
Teaehera Association, several state departments of educatioh, ahd the_
MatiOnal Science Foundation are among groups leading ih effOrte to Modify
the curriculum.

Major efforts_to_date_have_focused on_inordaeing the emphasis on_
technology and societal issues in the ourridelue, increasing_the amount
of ecience requirsd,in the curriculue_fer eollege=bound students and some
other students, increasing the emphasie:on preblem-solving and applications,
.ahd increasing the use of technology.. Several state and local curricula
reflect these emphases, and others are following.

There have been conferences to consider_more fundamental changes_it
the curriculum. Recommendations have been made by various groups, and VOrk
is underway to study and to implement some of the proposed change8.

ScienceITInstrectional Materials

Science instruction can involve many materials, AA ih tathematics;
however, reality in science is the_same as in,MatheMatidetextbooks and
tests predominate. The use of nontextbodk materiald appears to be the
highes in lower elementary grades and upper dedendary grades.

The evidence for tho value of the dee of manipulative materials in
science is,simiIar_to_the findings reported for_mathematics. Activity-
oriented programa that use manipulative Material are_generallymore
successful in promoting student achievement in_the use of sciende process
skills, creativity, Ahd higher cognitive skills,. Proper/effective use
of materials is also iMportant in science.___Cognitive Iearning_research
has provided a_ndeber of suggestions for the order of using materiale
ald_the_Ways of using materials. Most practice clearly d0418 not reflect
aVailable research.

Textbooks_and tests becomeithe curriculum for twat Adhools. As in
mathematicsi_there_ii substantial diversity aMohg teXtbooks, among tests,
and between textbooks_and tests; Emphase8 Oh_dehcepts, skills, attitudes,
and values recommended by various profession41 aeaciciations and groups

9



differ AM-Wig tekts and tests. The impact of_cognitive learning research
on science textbooks has been minimal. Articulation between textbooks,
even within some_seriesi_is not strong; articulation between secondary
science courses frequently does not exist. While there have:been redent
confelences involving various stakeholders on ways to correct theee_and
other concerns related to textbooks and courses, major_efforts are in
the_discussiou, _planning, and pilot stages._ Recent_and current research
regarding use of materials has the potential for guiding substantial change
in the development and use of materials.

Science--Jane_

Among the strong variables related to science achievement are
(a) amount of emphaSid devoted to the objectives of instruction, (b) the
number of courget in science a student has completed, and (c) recency of
the instruction related to the objective.

PrOViding More time for science_in the lower elementary_schooI
CUrriChltiM -can probably be accomplished bestiby_integrating science
experiendes with other activities such as_writing_, reading, art, physinal
edUdation, and health. In the upper elementaryigrades and_ many_middle
Schools, more time_would clearly_help,to achieve desired objectivee:
Modification_of the curriculum, however, couId_make the curriculUm more
efficient and_effective. Data_indicate that_about 50% of graduating high
School students take no science after grade_10 and_no physical science after
grade_9. Increased time is being obtained by requiring students to tsite
more science courses; these_requirements_raise the question of what science
students should take; ModificatiOn of the secondary school curriculum is
clearly needed if these courses are to be appropriate.

Some time Can be:gained by use of tocanology and simulations in
scienne I-ebb-tat-dry acitivities to allow more time for_problem-solving and
daciSion=making experiences; research consistently shows that most,science
instriidtion is not successful inachieving these goals at desired levels;

Envirc nent--CurriclOpm

Environmental education_has found no_discrete place in the curridUla
of most schools, but elements of,it,(ranging from classical 7nathre stUdy"
through_outdoor education_and traditional_conservation education):continue
to_exist in many localities; Current emphases in environmental education
focus on interactions between_and anteing science, society, technology, and
environment, caIling_for_input from the natural sciences, the social_sciences,
and the humanities, but theSe are not yet generally implemented. The major_
difficulty continnes td_be finding a place for interdisciplinary_instruction
within school orgenisetinnel patterns which are in largepart along disci-,
plinary lines, et leadt in departmentalized secondary_schooIs.iiIn_the_case
of solf=.conteined elementary classroomsi_a lack_of teacher education_In_
the intertelationships among sciencei society, technologyi_and environment,
and_ it-. the pertinent basic content areas themselves, remainn a practical
problem.

1 0
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_Environmentstructional Materials

There are few if any textbooks, at any grade leVS1, WhiCh deal with
aCience-technology-society-environment interrelatiouShipsi as well as a
-corresponding deficiency in numbers of_texts ih the_Mbre traditional aspects
Of environmental_educationnature study, ohtdoor education, conservation
education. The_environmentai_education community has, howeveri developed
and made availablea_number,ofiteacher-oriented gUides and modular.rtype
instructional materials, with the_expectation that they can and will_be_
inserted into_existing curricula in many areas, particularly the sciences
and_social studies, as appropriate. These materials_range from_traditional
areas to the more modern ones. These modular_materials are being used for_
instruction primarily by Science and social science teachers; The materialS
also_are being used for curriculum development by_science educators who Want
to increase the amount and focus of material in the curriculum on sciefice-=
technology-society.

_Environment:ime

AA itplied above, the_general pattern for time spent,tn inatruction
ih ehVironment-related areas is minimal. As a gentralitation, few schools
teadh_"environment" as_a_discrete area;_such_a sithatiCh is likely to arise
ohly in the case_of the elementary teacner_urno had a particular interest,
or of the_secondary teacher_jusualIy_of science, less frequently of social
studiesi_and rarely of other disciplines) Who hati a particular interest
and a local opportunity;

However, the inclusion of environmental topics, such as in courses
related to science-society-technology, is an expanding area; Many of the
societal concerns inherent in science-technology-society considerations are
in :act environmentbased and/or contingent on_environmental considerations.
Thus, the groVing thrust to emphasize "environment" in such courses is
increasingly evident.

Instruction and Classroom CliMate

During the_past 20 years there has been an increased amount of research
related to classroom instruction and learning. In addition, many of these
studies have been_reviewed and synthesized to provide strategies for the
application of research to practice. From 'this research, variables related
to increased learning and achievement have been identified.

Among the strategies and variables that have been_related to increased,-
achievement are: (A) homework assignments; (b) low absenteeism;_(C),cOrreCtive
measures for_errors in learning; (d) high teacherexpectations; (6) teachers,
confidence that they can help_students;(f) academic time; (q) engaged time;
(h)_ClasStooM organization;_(i) feedback on_ learning; (j) qheStiohing
techhigtaa; (k) mastery learning; :(1)_congruence of inatrtiCtiohal tatatials,
instructioni and evaluation; _.(m) wait time; (n) cooperative learning
teChniques; and (o) procedures to help student& conStruct knowledge and to
Oliminate misconceptions;

11



There is a developing consensus that_recent research efforts proVide
knowledge about_teaching and_learning that can make_a_substantial impact on
instruction Some of_the information_is currently being_applied; further
work is needed to translate more of the information so that it can be used
in practice and to determine effective cogibinations of variables to use.

While_most of the recent and_current instructional improvement efforts
have been at the elementary scheol level, secondary school students and
programs are being included.

The EffeCtive Echoolt research provides_directions_for school building
and classroom practices that can help_to_improve student_achievement; _Data
from over 100 studies and reports indicate_that_staff who incorporate the
recommended practices into their school programs can usually expect te
obtainihigher student_achievemeut; Theextent: of the gains appears tip be
related to (a)_the extent to which the recommended practices are implemented;
(b) the congruence_among the goals, instruction, instructional materials,
and evaluation; and (c)_the amount and quality_of time_devotad to the
assessed objectives; References to these studies are included in two
publications_in the "References" on effective/successful schools (Howe &
Butts, 1986_and_Kyle, 1985) and the publication Research within reach:
Science_education (Holdzkom & LUtt, 1985).

Meta-analyaiS Studies and other secondary analysis_efforts have yielded
extremely useful data regarding instructional strategiesi_the_amount of
gain obtained by use_of a:epecific strategy_or_combinations of strategies,:
and the percentage of studies in which_positive gains were obtained by
experimental groups. Observations of a large number of mathematics and_
science classrooms and_reviews of research studies indicate that_ many of
these practices are not being used or, if they are being used, they are het
being used in effective ways; Effective use of appropriate cortibinatiens
of these strategies should produce significant achievement gains for most
teachers.

Recent_research has developed a_bCtter_understanding of how students
construct knowledge and develop or change misconceptions. While this is
still an emerging research area, knowledge has been gained_that is useful
for modifying many cUrrent instructional practices; Learners develop
conceptual frameworks or models that depend_on_understanding_specific
subject matter; if the subject matter_is not understood, then the student
will likely develop some misconceptions;_ Research data indicate the_
importance of teaching to reduce misconceptions at the_elementary_scheel
level so that students_learn reasonably_correct concepts and_models. Vary
few schools are doing much to teach students how to learn and to help them
avoid misconceptions and correct those that they have.

A_change in emphasis_and modificationiof_many preservice and inservice
programs is clw!rly_needed if schools are to implement the data'identified
in this section; Most teachers are not aware of current information and
procedures to use to implement the instructional approaches



Teacher Quality, Supply, and Demand

Developing and maintaining a sufficient number of qualified teachers
has been another persistent problom.

The amount of science and mathematics course_work taken by elementary
school teadhers has not_changed_appreciably_during the past 25 years;
MOSt have had three_or fewer_courses_in_science and two courses or fewer
in mathematics as undergraduates; Few elementary_teachers have taken
additional coursework in science or mathematics_after graduation._ Very few
elementary teachers have taken college courses that emphasire environmental
problems;

The preservice preparation of most primary grade elementary school
teachers is not likely to change substantially in terms of credit courses
in science or instructional procedureS for teaching science. While pre-
service programs for these teachers should focus on our current knowledge
of instruction and knowledge of science, inservice education programs need
to carry the burden of helping primary grade teachers.

Many sliChtible are again looking for_science specialists for upper
elementary grades and_middle schools. _Programs have been developed_by
some institutions_to provide for the_needs of these toachers and other
institutions are_in_the process of developing such programs; The National
Science Foundation plans to support several model programs fbr the preparation
of teachers at the middle school level;

Very few states have had a sufficient number of well prepared
chemistry and physics teachers, middle school or junior high science and
mathematics teachers, or earth Science teachers during the past 20 years.
The teacher shortage has usually been in Areas of rapid population growth,
inner cities, and rural areas, and continues to be primarily in these
areas at thiS time.

Developing And maintaining a supply_of qualified teachers has become
more severe as other vocations have attracted women, an increasing salary
differential has developed between teaching and other careers requiring
similar preparation, the work place has been viewed as less than desirable,
and teacher status has decreased. Attracting people (both men and Women)
to the teaching profession and getting teachers who have left the classroom
to return has become more difficult;

Among the solutions being proposed and tried in order to retain and
to recruit teachers are: (a) increasing all teacher salaries; (b) providing
differential pay for teachers in shortage areas (geographic) or content areas
(subject); (c) developing merit pay programis; (d) developing career ladder
programs; (0) providing modified work schedules .for teachers; (f) providing
increased recognition for competence in teaching; (g) assigning teachers
outside their regular teaching fields to teach mathematics or science;
(h) Waiving certification requirements for teaching; (i) developing special
programs for preparing teachers in shortage areas; (j) developing forgivable
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loan programs_for people who prepare_to_be teachert and teach in a specific
state; (k) improving the working conditiOnd in schools; and (1) improving
the image of the teacher in the commUnity.

Articles have been vritten by prOponents of_and by detractors_from
various_programs on philOSOphical AS Well as perceived or real,operational
problems. Some reltVant re-Search has been_reported, but the_results of
specific efforts are diffiddlt to assess at_this time since very few
programs_have been_in_Operation for a substantial time and,,in many_caste,
combinations Of at:anti-ohs are being used. Data available indicate that
few simple solution:4 will attract a sufficient,number of well-prepared
teaphers._ Theme states and_communities that,are_having success in reducing
teacher ShOrtages and maintaining or increasing the_qualityjof the teaching
Staff are using several approaches, It is_also evident that some solutions
such as loans' improved school climate,_and teacher recogntion require
tide before they have an impact on staffing.

These actions to recruit, retain, and reassign people are taking place
at the same time that many educatore_believe our capability of developing
more effective teachers has increased. The growing knowledge base regarding
useful content knowledge, pedagdgidal knowledge, and effective instructional
skills has again rained qUeetiOnt regarding_the kind of education and training
a teacher should reteiVe. Efforts are currently underway in_several_stateS,
colleges and uniVertitieS, And communities to design preservice and indertride
programs that build On existing knowledge.

Preservice and inservice programs need to consider what subject matter,
content knowlege, and competence teachers need to have,_and not what science
courses a teacher should have or the requisite number of hours in science.
These programs_also need to focus on inetruction that is useful for_achieving
specific objectives and the probable impact of the use of alternative
pmcedures and strategies on pupil achievement and attitudes.

Programs also;need to be detreldiped to help prospective teachers_and
inservice teachers underetand hoW knoWledge is constructed by_the learner
so that they can become better delf=learners and can be more effective and
efficient in SeleCtihig Contenti designing instruction, and evaluating
student learning.

Priorities for Action

If the precollege programs in mathematics, science, and_environmental
education are to develop students iwith knowledge, skills, and attitudes_
that are neededi substantial reform_is needed in_curriculumi in instructional
materials, in teacher education,_and in_inStrUctiOnal programs. Some
needed activities have been identified ih previous sections of this chapter.

Most of the major problems_identified have been persistent problems in
education. Approached to alleViate these persistent problems will require

1 4
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commitment to long term efforts and willingness to modify past practices
in very different ways. There are some activities that deserve priority
attention.

Curriculum

There is snbstantial consensus among a broad public that the curricula
in all three areas (sCiencei_mathematicsi environmental education) has not
been_well delineated for students' current and_future needs. Most current
curricula do not reflect the present state_of_science and mathematics, the
"information age," cognitive research on_learning_and instruction, and the
effective use of technology as_it relates to_the curriculum. Problem-solving,
dedision-making, and applications are not stressed. Interdisciplinary
groups should be established immediately to develop suggested_frameworks for
consideration by a brnader public. These frameworks can_provide diremtion
for the other needed activities. Without a good curricular framework, many
of the state and local activities will be patches on a worn out tire.

Instructional_Materials

Since over 90% of the instrUction in the United States in science and
mathematics.is based:on textbOOksi modification of instructional_materials
deserves 410 priority. Priority should be given to materials for_upper
elementary grades, middle schools, and courses for senior high school
nonscience majors. Reasons for these recommendations are extensive, but
a few will be highlighted.

Students begin developing their conceptual understandings, interests,
attitudes, values, and skins in the elementary years; many studies have
shown students at these age levels are not developing cognitively and
achieving as desired. Success for these students is important and materials
that will help promote success can be developed._ Many students make their
decision to take science or mathematics in secondary schools based on their
expeiiences in the upper elementary and middle school years; a large number
of students are currently opting not to take these secondary school courses.

Science materials for the nonscience majors are also needed. Oneof
the few widespread reforM actions that has been taken in_many states has
been_ to_increase the number of courses in science or_mathematics required
for high schoOl graduation or college admission. This action will have_
little impact on science and_mathematics majors;_they are already taking
the_required number of courses._ It will have substantial iMpact on those
students_going_to_college who are not majoring in mathematics_or_science
and_for_those students not going to collegeG Different courses should be
developed_for many of these students Our priorities do not imply that
other materials are not needed; Research data, school program development,
state regulations, student enrollment patterns, and analyses_of existing
materials support the strong need for efforts at these priority levels.
The National Science Foundation's recent_program related to Middle SchoolS
is beginning action on some of these needs.
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Materials developed_shouId_reflect the_ curricular framework estab
lished (see curriculum recommendation), be based on available cognitive
learning research, be designed to make effective use of available technology
(calculators, computers, and Sta ft*th), emphasize problem-solving and
decision-making, emphasize hem td learn, and be activity-oriented.

Teacher_Quality-end-SUpply

ActiOn id heeded to maintain and to_improve the quality of both
inSerVide and preservice_teachers. The teacher_im-usually-tonSidered
Abe ketV to student success. Priority_shouid be given_to develOping strong
inderVide programs to provide_assistance_and instrUCtion direCtly related to
the teachers!_instructional_responsibilities. Programs Should be developed
by local_schooie_to meet,locaI needs; _State and federal support, however,
should be provided on a continuing basis to assure that inservice_programs
are maintained and toheip balance_economic differences among communities.
Evaluation should be required:t0 identify program impact on_students and,
to improve programs._ Developing good inservice programs_wili have a more
immediate effect on Improving student achievement, interests, and attitudes
than will preservice programa. /nservice programs should also be more
efficient and_effeCtiVe than preservice programs since all these teachers
are in the schools and teaching; most_of them will be in the schools for
an additional 7.to 15 years. The_future quality of_the schools_depende_
tO a_great tottent upon their effectiveness as_teachers. Priority ShOUld
be giVeti;to upper elementary and middle schools for inservice activitied.

Preliervice_programs need to be strengthened and recruittent of
prospective teachers needs to be_expanded for the long-term improvement of
pre-college education. Incentives, such as loans that_Will be cancelled for
years_of teaching experience, should be established_and maintained by ail
states with teacher shortages; There is evidence that incentives do work if
maintained over time.

More competitive teacher salaries are needed to attract people into
teaching and to retain teachers in the schools. Improved working conditions
are also needed to retain teachers in the schools.

Classrootatd-School Climate

Researdh on effective_and successful_schools indicates sUbstantial
iMprovements in student achievement and teacher morale can be Made_at
readonable costs by implementing various combinations of_schoOl and
Classroom improvement procedures; ,These practice8 ShOOld be iMpleMented
and considered by other schools when it appears that these procedures
will improve the educational program.

Classroom Instruction

_ Research accumulated_over the pdat_several decades provides useful
suggestions for ways tO change instruction_that will generally improve__
student achievement; Materials should be developed for use with inservice
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and preservice teachers to show them how to use this information and these
procedures in their classes. Inservice programs should then be developed
to prepare a cadre of teachers to work with other teachers in trying
thAse procedures.

I pact of Research on Practice

While there are many reasons why research information has not made
the desired impact on practice, a major variable is awareness. No practice
improvement information and materials can be used if people do not know
they exist. Secondly, no practice improvement information and materials
will have much impact if they are not in a form that_provides sufficient
information, materials, and assistance to help school personnel understand
the practice. Some programs have been effective in helping schools become
aware of information and materials and how to use them. The National
Science Foundation programs of the 1960s and early 1970s were effective in
getting many schools to become aware of mathematics and science materials
and to use them; many of these materials had very positive effects on
student achievement, interests, and attitudes. Several U.S. Department
of Education programs such as the Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC) and the National Diffusion Network (NDN) have been effective in
creating awareness and use of_materials. However, these programs have not
been sufficiently supported or developed to accomplish the needed tasks.
Existing programs should be reviewed, improved, and supported to enable
them to assist schools in appropriate ways. Existing school networks
need to be used in the effort, and others need to be developed. Programs
developed should reflect available technology and research on school
improvement.

-Maetheraati-cs-,-Science-,-and--Ensi-ir-onmenta-l-E4ucatibn

Over 100 reports_issued_during the past five_years have indicated
there are severe problems and perhaps a "crisis" in pre-college education.
Actions taken to date by most people responsible for educational programs
do not reflect efforts of magnitude that indicate these persons Eee!11x
believe there are severe problems_or that_a crisis existed or exists.
Leadership_is_needed_at_all levels in dealing with the problems_that_do
exist and that_have existed for many years. Resolving these problems
will take additional resources and a continuing commitment to improvement.
Some good activities have been renewed by the National Science_Foundation,
the U.S. Department of Education, some states, and some local education
authorities; these actions, however, are insufficient for the task and do
not show long term commitment.

17
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